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Letters On A Sissy 

 

 

LETTER ONE: RENEWAL 

 

Countess Beatrice 

Dreamland House  

Fantasy Lane 

UK 

24th July 2007 

 

Dear Mummy Taylor,     

    

I write to sincerely thank you for taking sissy baby Penelope 

Pansy back into your retraining programme and have the pleasure 

of enclosing a down payment on your requisite fee.  

Unfortunately, I have to admit that over the past year I have 

been neglectful of my training and reinforcement duties and have 

tended to be very lax in my treatment of sissy baby Penelope Pansy 
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so much so I ashamedly admit that, simply as a matter of 

convenience, I now normally keep her in disposable nappies, I allow 

her to go poo poo in her potty, feed her bottles of cow’s milk and 

have even stopped giving her the necessary daily bottle of ladies 

wee wee. In fact, it is hard to believe that at one stage last year I had 

her weaned onto two full bottles of wee wee a day and had started 

the process of introducing her to a third but unfortunately, now it is 

back down to zero.  

Would you believe that last week sissy baby actually 

retrieved a toy gun from an old toy chest and started to play with it? 

Totally un-sissy like behaviour, which previously I would have 

punished with a strapping so hard she would not be able to sit 

down for a week whereas I simply confined her to her playpen for 

an hour with her rattles, not a very satisfactory punishment for 

such outlandish and most un-sissy-like behaviour. Hence my 

decision to contact you about some serious regression training as 

Sissy Baby Penelope Pansy is now in dire need of some of your 

excellent tuition skills in infantilisation, total babyfication, 

sissification, strict discipline and intense humiliation.  

In truth, as a result of my busy lifestyle, I have reluctantly 

decided to put Penelope Pansy up for auction at the forthcoming 

sissy auction sales in London and am anxious that she is thoroughly 

regressed to the pathetic, delightful, humiliated, bouncy, helpless, 

sissy baby she once was in an effort to maximise the price I get for 

her. 

According to the catalogue, there are 12 sissies up for 

auction that day of which two appear to be sissy babies with five 

sissy maids, four sissy sluts and one sissy dog also on offer. The 

auctioneer reliably informs me that a Saudi Princess is flying in 

especially for the auction. Apparently, she already keeps a harem of 

10 sissies but does not have a sissy baby which she needs to 
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complete her harem and she is willing to pay top dollar for the 

perfect sissy baby, for which she has toured the world but yet to 

find. 

At the auction, I have 30 minutes to showcase Penelope 

Pansy and I most definitely require your help and skill for this 

showcase. In fact, I would very much like it if you were there on the 

day to keep her in line as you seem able to capture the essence of 

her sissiness and she has a healthy respect for you and your strap. 

My intention is to get a most magnificent sissy dress, huge 

petticoats and bonnet made for her all capped off by matching 

ridiculously thick terry nappies, plastic panties and flouncy, heavily 

frilled silken knickers. When the curtain goes up she will be a wow 

factor.  

After showcasing her clothes I would hope to have her bend 

over a punishment box, pull down her hopefully sodden terry 

nappies and give her a good public strapping. I think we should aim 

is to show how sissyish she is by having her bawl eyes out even in 

anticipation of the strapping such that by the time we have finished 

with her bottom she is a hopelessly pathetic, bumbling, crying sissy 

baby. 

After her spanking, I propose to have her squat and fill her 

thick wet nappy with a large poo poo right in front of all the bidders 

and then clap her handies, babble excitedly and happily as she 

crawls around to each bidder and lets them examine at close 

quarters if they so choose, the lovely baby mess she has made in her 

nappy and how delightfully happy she is once her nappies are full.  

I think a bit of baby play in a playpen may then be 

appropriate as she displays her wonderful skills of gurgling, cooing, 

dribbling, sucking a dummy, rattling, kicking, block playing all to be 

followed by a lovely sickly sweet baby dinner or perhaps, if you 

think fit, a more disgusting gloopy punishment dinner. All of this is 
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to be washed down by an extra-large bottle of infant formula. I have 

furthermore requested that each bidder bring along a small baby 

bottle sized sample of their wee wee so we should then get a happy 

bouncy joyous baby suckling on lots of different wee-wees from 

prospective mummies, owners, mistresses, governesses or perhaps 

even princesses.  

I suggest the ladies then gather around as baby has her 

soiled, sodden nappy changed and once clean they can examine and 

deride her tiny, silken smooth, hairless, little one-inch flaccid tinkle 

and watch as sissy uses her little pandy to show off the miserable 

full excitable extent of her 5 inches long and half an inch wide 

tinkle. I believe the tiny size of Sissy Baby Penelope Pansy’s tinkle, 

in both its excited and unexcited state, may win some prospective 

bidders over to her as she and her tinkle are clearly fit for no other 

purpose than to wet nappies. This will also give the ladies a chance 

to inspect her sissy hole and perhaps have a bit of playtime with it.  

I have also yet to make a decision on whether she should be 

allowed to actually complete her creamy and if so how best to feed 

it to her or will she be more compliant if left excited but 

frustratingly not creamed. Your advice on this delicate matter 

would be most welcome.  

Finally, after botty hole inspection I think an invitation to 

each bidder to pick an implement of their choice and apply it to 

Penelope Pansy’s exposed bare bottom before she is once more 

trussed up her nappies, plastics and panties to await the bidding 

process might be appropriate.  

These are only some suggestions but as you are the expert in 

sissification, babification, humiliation and discipline I totally defer 

to your expertise in how Penelope Pansy should be retrained in her 

baby ways and to your suggestions as to how best to show her off at 

auction, but I do warn you that I expect you may have to threaten 
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liberal use of your nursery strap during her retaining process and 

may actually have to use it on a few occasions. 

I must confess I have a soft spot for sissy baby Penelope 

Pansy and I have had many a wonderful night just sitting in 

watching television, sipping a glass of wine while keeping an eye on 

sissy baby Penelope Pansy as she played away in her playpen in the 

corner. Ideally, I would prefer to sell her to an English Lady who 

will treat her as an adorable, cuddly, cute, sissy baby for the rest of 

her days. Unfortunately, as you well know, sissy babies are hard 

work and I am not sure that many such ladies exist and if they do it 

is unlikely they will be able to compete with the purse of a Saudi 

Princess but it is still most definitely my preference. 

Once again the auctioneer has informed me that a wealthy 

Scottish Lady, who lost her husband of 20 years a few months back, 

ought to be attending and she may represent the best opportunity 

though it is unclear quite what she is looking for. It may simply be a 

sissy maid to have as a companion, but there again she may find a 

delightful, totally submissive, obedient sissy baby an attraction. 

I also understand that two more potential bidders are 

actively in the market for gelded sissies, which of course sissy baby 

Penelope Pansy is not and I believe one mistress actually intends to 

publically geld her sissy at the auction. I certainly would not be in 

favour of such an action but I will go along with your advice on the 

matter. 

While I have recently been remiss in my attention to 

Penelope Pansy, as you are aware I never focused on training her in 

the ways of a Sissy slut or in body worship duties as in my mind 

that was not her purpose. I, therefore, leave it to you to decide if her 

value is enhanced as she is, without these skills, thus letting her 

new owner take on those duties or whether she should have some 

basic introductory lessons. I would also welcome your advice on 
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whether she is better off permanently babbling unintelligible baby 

chatter or if she should be taught some nice high pitched lisped 

words or nursery rhymes. Once again, I fleetingly tried training her 

in high-pitched baby lisping but she was not responsive, so I gave 

up and banned her from talking altogether though I feel her sissy 

crying still needs plenty of work. 

Please also bear in mind that Penelope Pansy has never been 

paraded in public before as she has up until now been the secret of 

just you and me so she is in for a huge shock at auction and maybe 

needs to be prepared for it. I will also leave it to you to warn her 

that if she does not sell through any fault of her own misbehaviour 

on the day I will ensure her permanent morning maintenance 

spanking is so hard that no matter how many nappies she wears 

she will never comfortably sit down again.  

Finally just to confirm that Penelope Pansy will be with you 

on 10th August,  that we will share the price she earns on a 50:50 

basis and once again many thanks for your help in this matter.  

 

_________________ 

 

Countess Beatrice      

Sissy Baby Penelope Pansy’s Guardian. 
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LETTER TWO: THE NEW VICTORIAN 

 

 

Countess Beatrice 

Dreamland House 

Fantasy Lane 

UK 

15th September 2008 

Dear Mummy Taylor, 

It is more than a year since we sold sissy baby Penelope 

Pansy to Madam Carson from Loch Lomond who was the surprise 

highest bidder at the London sissy auction. True to her word, 

Madam Carson invited me to her magnificent home last week to see 

how sissy baby Penelope Pansy has progressed, or perhaps I should 

say regressed, over the year. 

Well, Miss Taylor, you should see the change in the sissy 

baby. It was phenomenal. Madam Carson, Helen to her friends, has 

created a lovely, huge Victorian nursery for Penelope Pansy that 

must be at least 20 feet wide by 25 feet long.  

The room has old Victorian wooden floorboards, the original 

fireplace, still in perfect condition, wonderful pink drapes over full-

length French windows still in their wooden inlaid frame with the 

walls for the most part being adorned with a heavy pale pink 

flowery wallpaper except for the chimney breast which is painted 
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in off white. The room is dominated by a large oak Victorian-style 

baby cradle still on rockers, covered by a wooden frame with a 

white lace canopy hanging over the crib. The actual cradle itself is 

dressed in magnificent pink quilted bedclothes embroidered with 

white teddies, babies and rattles with a small matching pillow. 

Needless to say, all were made to perfection and designed to sleep a 

full-sized sissy baby. 

The room contains three Victorian chairs, one a large green 

velvet-covered chaise long by the window, ideal for cuddling baby 

and reading stories while looking at the sunset over Loch Lomond 

and the mountains.  

Another is a soft armchair set close by the cradle so Helen 

can relax and sit down while rocking sissy to sleep or reading a 

beddy byes story. Finally, there is, of course, the strong, wooden 

practical type of chair, ideal for sitting on to place a naughty sissy 

over your knee or if needs be to place the errant baby directly over 

the chair for more rigorous punishment. From, the aforementioned 

chimney breast hangs a selection of four tawses and four canes 

which I am led to believe go hand in hand with the punishment 

chair and a naughty bottom.  

Four large wooden stand-alone closets contain the most 

wonderful selection of baby clothes you can ever imagine, there 

must be about 100 thick cloth terry nappies, the thickest I have ever 

seen, mainly white but each adorned with baby motifs, rattles, 

bottles, blocks, soothers etc. and each having two pairs of heavy-

duty matching plastic panties. Added to this are about 20 extra-

large, super thick, plain pink sissy nappies with the words ‘SISSY 

BABY’ embroidered all over each nappy with each of these nappies 

also having a stitched in metal bar strategically placed between the 

legs such that it has the effect of pushing sissy’s legs out wide apart. 

Each nappy also has two matching bibs, one smaller sized for 
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continuous everyday wear to catch the drools and dribbles of which 

there are many and one huge bib for mealtimes which can be a very 

messy affair. 

To go hand in hand with the Victorian nursery it will come as 

no surprise to you if I say that Helen keeps sissy baby permanently 

trussed up in baby Victorian style. Over baby’s heavy extra-thick 

nappies and plastics goes a full-length neck to ankle frilly Victorian 

undergarment that covers the entire body. Helen then insists on a 

tight stiff binder which will ultimately get babies girth down to a 

miserly 26 inches from her current 32. Next up are three full-length 

white underdresses, to be followed by four full-length petticoats 

and finally the dress of the day. While one entire closet is devoted 

to the multiple layers of underwear, it is the two closets of sissy 

dresses that take your breath away. There must be at least 30 

Victorian-style dresses in a wonderful mix of baby colours, greens, 

pinks, reds, purples, yellows and orange each adorned with 

complicated patterns of design and style, with an abundance of lace, 

frills and elaborate embroidery.  

Most of the dresses are made of the finest cambric or India 

muslin with each dress going right up high around the neck, having 

full-length arms that end just at the fingertips and are of course full 

length, stopping at the toe. All, of course, have a narrow waistband 

that tucks in tight against baby’s torso, thus emphasising the thick 

padded nappy area, even underneath the layers of petticoats. It is 

impossible for me to describe the dresses in detail, they really have 

to be seen to be believed, suffice to say they are truly sumptuous. 

The dresses would be truly elegant except of course that they are 

sissy dresses so the embroidered motifs are, quite naturally, rattles, 

bricks, nappies, pins, plastic panties, teddies, crawling babies, 

potties, bottles, with the words, ‘SISSY’, ‘BABY’, ‘SISSYBABY, 

’PANSY’, ‘FAIRY’ added for effect. In fact, one delightful pink dress 
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has nothing but the word ‘SISSYBABY’ embroidered in white about 

50 times all over it. 

Each dress also has a matching hugely ornate pelisse for 

outdoor wear that make it abundantly clear that Penelope Pansy is 

a sissy baby. 

Along with each dress, there is, of course, the requisite 

bonnet, simply the most magnificent and largest bonnets I have 

ever seen. Think of the most outlandish Easter bonnet and not even 

that compares. The net result is that once fully dressed, in true 

Victorian fashion, the only bit of sissy baby to be seen is a tiny pale 

face lost amongst the wonderment of the clothes she is wearing. 

She can be best described as the finest Victorian porcelain doll you 

have ever seen. Even without the thick nappies, it would be almost 

impossible to walk, such is the weight of clothing being carried but 

while trussed up in layers of nappies walking is an impossibility, 

not that sissy baby Penelope Pansy will ever walk again. Finally, 

each dress has a frilly, lacy, pinafore that goes over baby’s head ties 

around her soon to be tiny waist and drops to the ankles designed 

to prevent the lovely dresses from getting too dirty when the baby 

is crawling around the house. 

But back to the nursery which also contains an enormous 

wooden playpen. In fact, the nursery, drawing room and kitchen all 

contain and have ample room for a huge six-foot, by five foot with 

five-foot-tall bars thus well and truly dwarfing baby as she plays 

within. The nursery also contains a large changing table with a 

copper basin built-in that is plumbed for hot water via a modern 

antique-styled tap so Mummy can easily sponge down baby’s dirty 

wet bottom at change time while baby keeps her legs wide and high 

up into the sky. 

The copious shelves are adorned with nursery books, 

teddies, rattles, blocks, soothers and other nursery paraphernalia. 
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One corner of the room is devoted to a beautiful Victorian stand-

alone bath with wrought iron towel rails over which hang huge 

pink fluffy towels and two bathrobes. By the side of the bath is a 

press packed full of all the sissy bath toiletries any baby would 

desire, shampoos, scented hair removers, bubble baths, sponges, 

bath toys, oils and talcs. Finally, another corner of the room has a 

large delightful rocking horse which is more for ornament as the 

baby is far too small to sit up unattended on it. 

It is, in fact, impossible to go into the house without realising 

that a sissy baby lives there as all over are constant reminders - the 

large playpens, the oversized high chair, the huge baby bouncer 

hanging from the drawing-room ceiling, a large Victorian 

perambulator specially modified to hold Penelope Pansy that 

resides in the hallway, the delicious baby smells, the permanent 

display of nappies, plastics and frillies that constantly adorn 

clothesline, the baby bottles and rattles that rest everywhere. The 

house is the essence of babyhood.  

Helen is both a fearsome and loving mother to Penelope 

Pansy. Each day she takes time to kiss and cuddle baby, to read her 

stories and nursery rhymes, to bring her for a walk in her pram, to 

gently bathe her and play with her, to snuggle up to her and hold 

her in her lap at bottle time, to teach baby how to play with the 

baby toys, the rattles, teddies, blocks and shapes. Despite their 

thickness, Penelope Pansy’s nappies are changed four times a day, 

morning, lunch, afternoon nap and bedtime.  

Nappy time takes quite a while as great care is taken to keep 

the skin soft and free from rash while considerable time is also 

spent actually accessing the nappies under all the undergarments. 

Penelope Pansy enjoys the freedom of nappy time as it gives her a 

chance to kick her legs excitedly in the air and let some freshness 
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get in at her usually thickly-clad bottom. Nappy time is generally a 

playful happy Mummy/baby time. 

In typical Scottish fashion, however, discipline is strict, very 

strict. Helen does not spank, paddle nor strap she simple goes 

straight to the tawse or cane. No matter how good sissy baby 

Penelope Pansy is her maintenance spanking is, in fact, a 

maintenance tawsing. Every single nappy change, of which there 

are four a day brings with it at a minimum of 12 strokes of the 

tawse, purely for maintenance, purely to remind sissy baby that she 

is and always will be a sissy baby, destined to spend eternity in wet 

and soiled nappies.  

Every morning she wakes up. Penelope Pansy knows that no 

matter how much she pleases Mummy Helen, no matter how hard 

she tries, the tawse will land on her bottom at least 48 times. Her 

whole day, therefore, is geared to avoiding punishment, geared to 

following her baby lifestyle rules and regulations to such an extent 

of obedience, servitude and correctness that there is no cause for 

punishment.  

The minimum punishment for slight misdemeanours is six 

sets of six with the tawse at the next nappy change time to add to 

the 12 maintenance strokes. There is, quite simply, no maximum.  

The most dreaded words sissy baby Penelope Pansy can 

hear are she is to be tawsed or caned ‘at the ladies pleasure’. 

Apparently, only once has she had such a caning. In Helen's mind, 

Penelope Pansy is a helpless sissy baby whose teeny little tinkle is 

fit for one purpose and one purpose only - flooding her nappies 

with wee wee.  

Underneath all the nappies and clothes, Penelope Pansy’s 

tinkle is left unrestrained but Helen will tolerate absolutely no hint 

of adult behaviour in the tinkle. Sissy is strictly forbidden any 
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feeling of sexuality. Her tinkle must be permanently flaccid and 

never extend more than her pathetic 1.5-inch flaccid state. As you 

can imagine, nappy changes and bath time in the early days at Loch 

Lomond were not very pleasant for poor Penelope Pansy as she 

learnt to accept her sissiness and forego all aspects of manhood. 

Midway through the third month just as Helen thought she was 

making progress, she went up to the nursery to wake sissy up from 

her afternoon nap when she caught sissy, in her cradle, lying on her 

tummy, making love into a heavily soiled and wet nappy. Alas, poor 

Penelope never got to make her spurties and so when Helen pulled 

down the plastics, peeled away the sodden, smelly nappy, sissy’s 

pathetic fully extended 5-inch tinkle awaited her.  

A caning at the ladies pleasure was called for. 60 immediate 

strokes were administered to the bare bottom and for the next 30 

days, the fully deserving sissy got 30 stokes of the cane, on the bare, 

every morning and every bedtime. A cruel but very effective 

solution, I am sure you agree. 

A tawsing at the ladies pleasure is somewhat more frequent 

but becoming less regular as sissy adapts to true babyhood. The last 

one, all of 12 weeks ago was when sissy was being weaned onto her 

fourth bottle of Mummy’s wee wee a day. It is Helen’s intention to 

gradually wean Penelope Pansy onto eight full bottles of wee wee a 

day by introducing one new bottle every quarter. Sissy baby 

strongly resisted the fourth quarter bottle which was for teatime so 

Helen took the simple solution of placing baby over her knee and 

tawsing sissy’s bare bottom all the way from tea time to bedtime 

when the next bottle of wee wee was due.  

A two and a half hour tawsing shows the amount of effort, 

care and attention Helen is putting into sissy’s training. It takes a lot 

of commitment and interest in baby’s welfare to commit two and a 

half full hours of your time to baby’s discipline, learning and 
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training. Interestingly the week I was there coincided with the 

introduction of a fifth daily bottle of Ladies wee wee and you can 

rest assured that I have never seen a sissy so happy at the prospect 

of another bottle of wee wee as Penelope Pansy. It was truly 

delightful to see her suckle so hard and excitedly on the bottle to 

get at every last drop of her extra wee wee. It all goes to show that 

strict punishment in a caring environment really does work.  

The caring, lovable, comforting, beautiful, delightful 

environment complemented and enhanced by a necessary 

strictness for digressions, offered by Helen in training sissy baby is 

truly amazing and clearly works wonders. Sissy knows that she can 

have a happy carefree baby life full of comforts, play and exquisite 

clothes, free from punishment once she is totally obedient and 

submissive. 

Helen spends at least an hour a day reading nursery books 

to the baby as sissy excitedly learns her colours, shapes and the 

sounds animals make. Woe betide baby’s bottom if in all her 

excitement of sissy babyhood she actually matches her high pitched 

pathetic baby voiced ‘moo moo’ sound as Mummy points to a cow, 

or if she does actually pick a red square when Mummy asks her to 

point to the red square in the book. Six sets of six on the bare with 

the tawse will be the quick reply. Imagine the scene as baby goes 

quack quack to a horse, moo moo to a bunny rabbit, oink oink to a 

chicken, getting each and every one wrong as Mummy scolds her 

for being such a silly baby getting all her sounds wrong, proving she 

is just a silly billy sissy baby destined to do wee-wees and poo-poos 

into her nappies forevermore. But in sissies mind, the humiliations 

of the scolding, being wrong and permanent nappyhood is 

preferable to a daily diet of constant tawsing and a permanently 

sore bottom if she is correct. 
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Only twice during the week that I was there did I in fact, 

witness six sets of six with the tawse being delivered onto sissy’s 

bottom. The first time sissy was playing away with her toys, 

gurgling happily in her playpen, loudly suckling her dummy when 

she made the mistake of putting a round peg through a round hole 

in the toy she was playing with, an absolute no-no for a sissy baby. 

Hours of fun are to be had watching sissy babies trying to push 

square pegs into round holes and round pegs into square holes 

before the babies cry their eyes out in frustration at being unable to 

do such simple tasks, but they are sissy babies, totally unable to 

manage even such simple jobs.  

Mummy was very unhappy at sissy’s naughtiness and 

disobedience which cannot absolutely be tolerated. Hence it was to 

face into the punishment corner until nappy change time when 36 

fearsome blows of the tawse made contact with Penelope Pansy’s 

bottom all in addition to the normal 12 maintenance strokes. As 

always, however, after a punishment plenty of comfort, cuddles 

hugs and kisses were in order for the sobbing baby as all 

naughtiness was forgotten and Mummy lovingly embraced her 

newfound goodly baby. Mummy then put her back in the playpen to 

practice playing with the toy and it was truly delightful to see a 

gurgling, drooling, contented baby desperately trying to get a 

square peg into a round hole but failing.  

It is however about the Avalon room in the house that I 

really write. The main bedroom in the house has been turned into a 

luxurious paradise for ladies. An absolutely huge room with one-

inch pile carpet, a magnificent soft, hugely comfortable 8 foot by 8-

foot poster bed, two sofas, one chaise long, three armchairs, a 

Victorian reading table and a coffee table along with windows 

opening out onto a balcony with magnificent views. There must be 

about 100 candles all over the room, the scent of which infuse the 

room with sensuality and desire. To have been in this room is to 
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have been in heaven. The ensuite, in total contrast to most of the 

house, is full of every modern convenience a lady could want, is 

about the size of a normal two-bedroom apartment with a large 

round Jacuzzi bath, a shower room, a sauna along with three 

presses full of various different types of aromatic massage and body 

oils and creams. 

It is in this Avalon room that Penelope Pansy brings Ladies 

to heights they never thought possible. The whole focus of the room 

is the Lady who occupies it. It is her pamper area, her domain. 

There is no rough play, no strap on play, no spanking, which are all 

forbidden. It is a room purely designed to utilise the remarkable 

skill that Penelope Pansy has developed with her tongue in pleasing 

ladies, sensual and  

sensuous.  

Each item of furniture is designed to make it comfortable for 

the Lady, and indeed Penelope Pansy, to explore and discover every 

single erogenous zone that a Lady has. Sissy’s tongue will explore 

and find every sensuous bone in your body. Penelope, fully clothed 

in her nappies, undercoats, dress and bonnet, smelling and looking 

every bit the sissy she is, using only her tongue will bring you to 

Nirvana and beyond. Only the bonnet may be removed, if so 

desired, such that you get a view of the blonde mass of tightly 

curled ringlets bobbing up and down as she pleases you with her 

tongue.  

I shamefully admit that I thoroughly enjoyed the sissy 

exploring my bottom. The sensitivity with which she worshipped 

my derriere before gently probing her tongue up my bottom hole 

was truly amazing. I could sit for hours on top of her face as she 

worked while I rubbed the oils and scents all over my upper body 

to accentuate that rapturous feeling Penelope Pansy was 

generating, a feeling only to be surpassed by the sheer and utter 
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ecstasy that followed when I allowed the pansy access to my honey 

pot. I have never known such joy and suspect I must have come 

close to drowning the poor sissy such was the volume of love juices 

that continuously gushed onto her face.  

I truly did live in heaven for the three nights that sissy 

entertained me, each night surpassing the next as she got to know 

all my sensitive areas until finally on the third night I must have 

climaxed fifteen times right on top of the sissy baby over the 

duration of the three hours she was with me. Incidentally, out of 

mischief that night I called sissy to the room immediately after I had 

a workout in the gym which only added to my excitement as I made 

Penelope Pansy worship every pore and crack of my sweat-ridden 

body, truly a wonderful feeling of power over the sissy.  

The obedience and submissiveness of sissy baby Penelope is 

amazing. Without hesitation, she will put her tongue wherever you 

wish. She appears to accept that she gets free room, board, clothes 

and discipline from a kindly mother in exchange for pleasuring 

Mummy and her friends. It is surely a very small price to pay for the 

constant care, attention, love, nappying and tawsing she gets in 

return.  

Helen was disappointed you could not make the visit as she 

would very much like to discuss and share the experiences you both 

have of sissy babies but she has kindly invited me, along with 

yourself, back next year which I very much hope you can make. I 

can guarantee you a truly magnificent experience, an odyssey of joy 

and temptation that will rest with you forever. 

I look forward to seeing you for a coffee shortly to fill you in 

on the details. 

Love, 
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Countess Beatrice      
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LETTER THREE: REVELATIONS 

 

 

Countess Beatrice 

Dreamland House  

Fantasy Lane 

UK 

 

7th September 2009 

 

Dear Mummy Taylor, 

Helen was disappointed that you could not join me for my 

annual visit to Loch Lomond to catch up on the regression of 

Penelope Pansy but she fully understood that you were busy 

training another sissy who was proving to be quite difficult. I 

suspect the sissy paid an extremely painful and humiliating price 

for causing you to miss the week away and I eagerly look forward to 

hearing the details of how you tormented her.  

You will be very pleased to know that sissy baby Penelope 

Pansy’s regression has progressed in leaps and bounds since last 

year, to levels that I, quite frankly, find unbelievable but there 

again, Helen does give Penelope Pansy her undivided attention. It is 

fair to say at this stage that Penelope Pansy really does act like an 

infant baby and other than size, there is no difference. She really 
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does lose herself in her rattles, bricks, musical mobiles, teddies and 

other toys. To see the drooling, gurgling bundle of joy, playing in 

her playpen is truly amazing. Helen now insists that baby is 

forbidden to sit up for any length of time unless supported by 

cushions. Helen also took a large adult swimming ring covered it 

with baby material and then stuck play things onto it so baby can 

now sit in the middle of her play ring supported by the sides, 

playing merrily away. If she is not supported she simply flops onto 

her back or tummy and while she can roll around she cannot get up 

again with adult help. Penelope Pansy is truly totally helpless by 

herself. 

It was only when sissy’s soother was removed at din’s time I 

noticed that she no longer has any teeth and apparently hasn’t had 

any for nine months or so. This certainly adds to her drooling, 

gurgling and baby looks while at the same time improving her sissy 

role of pleasuring the ladies as her teeth were often a bit hard and 

in the way when she was tonguing a Lady’s most sensitive parts.  

Sissy remains dressed in her wonderful Victorian regalia and 

now that Helen has gotten baby’s waist down to the required 26 

inches, she looks simply divine in her full sissy outfits especially as 

Helen has also managed to increase the size of baby’s bottom into a 

fuller plump shape, you may remember it was a rather scrawny 

unattractive affair. Sissy, in fact, looks remarkably well and healthy 

with beautiful soft translucent pink skin all over her perfectly 

shaped new curvaceous body, nary a spot nor blemish to be seen, 

except of course, on the frequently tawsed and permanently sore 

ample bottom.  

I comment on baby’s health and skin because it is all the 

more remarkable considering that Helen stayed true to her word by 

introducing an extra bottle of wee wee a day each quarter, thus for 
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the past three months sissy baby Penelope Pansy hungrily suckles 

down eight full bottles of wee wee a day.  

Her day now consists of rising at 8.00 am to an immediate 

bottle of fresh wee wee followed by bath time, a maintenance 

tawsing, nappying, clothing and breakfast of one bottle of formula, 

followed by a large bowl of baby rice, followed by another bottle of 

formula and finally another bottle of wee wee.  

It is then straight to the playpen for playtime until 11.00 nap 

time. The 30 minutes after noon are baby’s free time when she can 

crawl and play around the house without being confined to the 

playpen. 12.30 is din-dins consisting of a bottle of wee wee, a bottle 

of formula, huge jars of a sickly baby dinner, a jar of dessert if she is 

good, another bottle of formula all washed down with yet another 

bottle of wee wee, her fourth of the day. Nappy change and Mummy 

baby playtime follow until afternoon nap from 3.30 to 4.30. The 

hour before her 5.30 tea time is once again normally playpen time 

with another nappy change plus tawsing. It will come as no surprise 

to you that sissy’s tea consists of wee wee, formula, baby rice, 

formula and wee wee.  

After tea, it lots of cuddles and kisses and stories before 

nighttime nappies, a tawsing before supper of two bottles of 

formula followed by the final two bottles of wee wee. Ideally, 

Mummy likes to make the nighttime wee wee extra strong as it has 

to last sissy a full twelve hours to morning.  

Bedtime is somewhere between 7.30 and 8.00. 

It is hard to believe that Penelope Pansy is such a truly 

healthy, delightful, bouncy sissy baby with such magnificent skin on 

such a restricted diet, but she is. 

Very little to do with sissy babies leaves me surprised 

anymore. Mainly with your great assistance, I have witnessed most 
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of the punishments, belittlements and humiliations a Lady can 

bestow upon a lucky sissy baby. Nothing, however, I have 

witnessed, prepared me for the surprise that awaited me when I 

changed sissy baby’s nappy for the first time. There quite literally 

was nothing there! Imagine my surprise when I peeled away her 

sodden mass of terry towelling nappy expecting to see a hairless 

flaccid wee wee soaked tinkle and plums only to find nothing but 

soft, smooth, flat, hairless, pink translucent, perfectly formed skin 

with a tiny little hole clearly intended to let wee-wees out to soak 

the nappy. Not a sign of a tinkle or plums, there they were, all gone. 

Not a trace of manhood or womanhood, her thick nappies covered 

just a bottom hole to make poo poo into her nappy and a tiny wee 

wee hole for wetties. Penelope Pansy is now officially a sissy. She is 

neither a man nor a woman but a sissy and incontinent sissy baby. I 

was mesmerised and delighted all at once and Helen clearly 

enjoyed my amazement. 

Just as I was recovering from the delightful shock Helen 

unveiled yet another surprise. She took the extra-large filling 

soother out of sissy’s mouth which all looked very normal until 

Helen pointed to the pink design moulded in behind the 

transparent silicone mouthpiece and there, unmistakably, was a 

tiny tinkle. Helen explained how she had the flaccid little tinkle 

freeze-dried, painted pink and then moulded into the silicone to 

make a beautiful sissy baby soother all mounted on a lovely flexible 

pink shield patterned with baby rattles, designed to soothe, pacify 

and encourage the natural suckling instincts of a sissy baby. 

Penelope Pansy will spend the rest of her sexless days drooling and 

sucking on her very own pacifier tinkle all the time strengthening 

her tongue to give the utmost pleasure to women. After all of this, it 

came as no surprise when Helen removed Sissy’s bonnet and took a 

simple set of pink bobbins from Penelope’s hair and sure enough 

through the clear glass, plain to be seen were sissy baby Penelope 
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Pansy’s tiny freeze-dried pink painted pluMs The most practical, 

pragmatic and useful thing I have ever seen done to a tinkle and set 

of plums while at the same time making the cleansing of the nappy 

area far easier.  

Three other little interesting changes also took place at 

nappy time. Firstly, Helen has increased the maintenance tawsing 

from 12 to 13 strokes at each nappy time, an irrelevant enough 

change, you may say, except her intention is to increase it by one 

stroke every year. Everything in life is subject to inflation and also 

therefore should maintenance tawsings. Nappy times in years to 

come are going to be painful experiences for sissy baby.  

I also noted that baby would not stay still at change time. As 

you well know, normally a sissy baby is well behaved at nappy time 

but Penelope Pansy shifts and moves around just like any normal 

self-respecting infant baby. Indeed she requires a couple of good 

hard hand spanks on the bottom or thighs to get her to lie down still 

with her legs in the air for a fresh nappy. Throughout the year, 

Helen has been working hard on sissy’s baby behaviour with the 

express purpose that Penelope acts and behaves like any infant 

child. Helen’s view is that this requires plenty of innocent baby 

naughtiness, mischief or boldness.  

Every baby has a bit of rascal in her and so too Penelope 

Pansy who has been trained to behave just like a baby. Thus she 

wriggles and does not lie still at nappy time, she sometimes throws 

or drops her bowl of din-dins onto the floor, she crawls to the 

fireplace to eat the coal or ashes, she can be naughty in the bath 

when she makes big splashes all over the place. She can throw her 

baby blocks around the place, she sometimes even lies tummy on 

the floor, kicking her legs and banging her hands in a temper 

tantrum if Mummy is late with her bottle of wee wee. Penelope has 

been trained and encouraged to do all of these. She is a sissy baby 
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and must act like one at all times. She may get a severe scolding for 

being naughty or a quick hand spank at nappy time or bath time, or 

she may get 15 minutes in the naughty corner, or 15 minutes in the 

naughty cupboard or playpen time with no toys, or no dessert for 

din-dins or a few quick slaps on her pandies or extra-long nap 

times. In fact, sissy has to make sure she is a naughty little baby at 

least three times a day.  

If three little mischievous baby punishments are not earned 

in each and every day it is a much more severe sissy style 

punishment at bedtime with 50 strokes of the dreaded tawse to be 

added to the maintenance strokes. Thus in Helen’s house, there is a 

distinct difference between a naughty sissy and a naughty baby, and 

a naughty baby punishment and a naughty sissy punishment. A 

naughty baby is expected and earns a baby punishment a naughty 

sissy is not expected and earns a severe beating.  

The final noteworthy thing about nappy time is that no 

sooner has the sweet-smelling freshly nappied and cleaned sissy 

baby been let down from her changing table than she immediately 

grabs holds of the legs of her changing table, pulls herself up onto 

her hunkers, scrunches her face into that familiar pattern and tries 

to make a poo poo into her nappy. Her beautiful, fresh, clean, thick, 

patterned, scented terry nappies soiled and wet within five minutes 

of her being pinned into them. Helen explained to me that she was 

aware that sissy was at one stage trying to time her poo-poos close 

to nappy change time, a practice she was determined to iron out. So 

she devised a simple solution, immediately after being changed into 

her fresh nappies, sissy was to squat by her changing table to make 

poo poo and wee-wees in her nappy.  

Initially, she was given one hour to do her business in her 

nappy or face six sets of six with the tawse. Gradually as sissy 

improved, that time was reduced to 10 minutes. Helen had intended 


